The action consensus is a binding framework of this Ende Gelände action. Many initiatives, individuals and work groups have been working on this text for several months in a collective process of open plenary sessions and agreed on it consensually. Therefore, it is very important to us. The action consensus is the premise for making the Ende Gelände action transparent and well-assessable for all participants; it conveys that, even in an action with so many people, we take care of each other and support each other. As Ende Gelände we say what we do and do what we say. We invite everyone who joins this consensus to take part in the Ende Gelände action.

Our action will take the form of a publicly announced mass blockade in which people can take part in different ways. We will behave calmly and courteously, and we will not put anyone in danger. We want to create an atmosphere, which is transparent for all participants in which we look out for each other and support each other. The entire action consensus can be found here: https://www.ende-gelaende.org/en/action-consensus/

19 to 24 June 2019
In the Rhenish Brown Coal Mining Area
Stop coal – all villages stay!
Disobedient against capitalism!
For climate justice worldwide!

The fight for climate justice is pricy – you can support us in turning Ende Gelände 2019 into a powerful action for the climate justice movement.

DONATE PER TRANSFER TO:
Ende Gelände
IBAN: DE48 4306 0967 1120 8464 00
BIC: GENODEM1GLS

AND PER DIRECT DEBIT
OR PAYPAL VIA:
https://www.ende-gelaende.org/en/donations/

The Ende Gelände action is supported by:

- Animal Climate Action
- attac Ceile
- augeCO2hlt
- Beats against Coal Collective
- campusgrun Köln
- climaximo (Portugal)PRT
- earth defense coalition(US)
- Ernährungssouveränität in Bewegung
- European Youth Fororest Action
- Förderverein Wachstumsversende
- Fossil Free Sweden
- Free the Soil
- gegenstrom berlin
- gegenstrom hamburg
- Gewerkschaft*innen für Klimaschutz
- Global Justice Now (UK)
- Grüne Jugend Bundesverband
- Grune Jugend NRW Internationale Sozialistische Organisation (ISO)
- Interventionistische Linke (IL)
- Klima Aktion DK (DK)
- Klimakollektiv Einbeck
- Klimakollektiv Lüneburg
- Klimakollektiv Oldenburg
- Leave It In The Ground LINGO e.V.
- Die Linke.SDS
- Die Linke.
- SOSLeipzig (linksjugend solid)
- Netzwerk Ökosozialismus
- NOAH (Friends of the earth Denmark)
- Sozialistische Jugend - Die Falken KV Köln
- System Change Not Climate Change (Austria)AUT
- Tierbefreiung Hamburg
- Tierbefreiungsoffensive Saar e.V.
- Lisa Badum (MdB Bündnis 90/die Grünen)
- Marco Böhme (stellv. Fraktionsvorsitzender DIELINKE.Die Linke im sächsischen Landtag)
- Prof. Dr. Marcus Wissen (Politologie, Universität Wien)
- Helmut Born (Gewerkschaft*innen für Klimaschutz)
- Sylvia Gabelmann (MdB die Linke)
- Ulla Jelpke (MdB Die Linke)
- Georg Küssel (MdB Bündnis 90/die Grünen Berlin)
- Sprecher für Klima- und Umweltschutz
- Miriam Lang (Universidad Andina Simón Bolívar, Quito, Ecuador)
- Erik Marquardt (Mitglied des grünen Bundesparteitags)
- Dr. Alexander S. Neu (MdB Die Linke Rhein-Sieg-Kreis)
- Dr. Niko Pech (Universität Siegen, Plurale Ökonomie)
- Jutta Paulus (Vorsitzende des Landesverbands Rheinland-Pfalz, Bündnis 90/Die Grünen)
- Hanns Raulandorf (Sprecher für Umwelt und Klimaschutz, Mitglied im Landesvorstand DIELINKE.Die Linke NRW)
- Sylvia Gabelmann, MdB Julia Verlinden (MdB Bündnis 90/die LinkeGrünen), Sprecherin für Energiepolitik
- Sascha H. Wagner (Landesgeschäftsführer DIELINKE.Die Linke Nordrhein-Westfalen)
- Ulla Jelpke (MdB DIELINKE)
- Prof. Dr. Alexander S. Neu (MdB Die Linke Rhein-Sieg-Kreis)
- Marcus Wissen (Politologie, Universität Wien)
We say Ende Gelände! Stop coal and let all villages stay #AlleDörferBleiben. Disobedient against capitalism and for climate justice - worldwide!

We are the immediate coal exit. From 19 to 24 June we set ourselves against the destruction of the earth in the Rhineland and block the coal infrastructure.

The time to act is now. Droughts, heat waves, floods – we have known it for a long time. The climate crisis is already a destructive reality for people all over the world – especially in the global South. And yet we are supposed to burn another 20 years of coal here? We’re not going to be put off with that. We will not be pacified! We are no longer watching how politics and corporations destroy our future. We are taking the coal phase-out into our own hands – and we do it now!

**DISOBEDIENT FOR A JUST FUTURE FOR EVERYONE**

We need not only the phasing out of coal, but also radical social change. We need to overcome capitalism with its growth constraint and exploitation mechanisms. Otherwise neither a serious fight against the climate crisis nor social justice worldwide will be possible. The catastrophic outcome of the Coal Commission shows that we cannot rely on politics. Now it is up to us!

The movement for climate justice is picking up speed: hundreds of thousands of people are protesting on the streets. Together, we are now going one step further and disobey the civil law. From 19 to 24 June 2019, we are using our bodies to block the coal infrastructure in the Rhineland.

Our form of action is an openly announced mass blockade with many opportunities for participation. We will behave calmly and courteously, no escalation will emanate from us, we will not endanger any people. We want to create a situation that is transparent for all participants and in which we respect and support each other.

**THE COAL EXIT IS STILL MANUAL WORK. THEREFORE: LET’S GO – ENDE GELÄNDE! #ALLEDÖRFERBLEIBEN – WORLDWIDE.**

En-de Gelande!